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THE NIXIE 
TIME ZONE CLOCK
V2

Created to display the time in five 
different time zones simultaneously, 
the Nixie Time Zone V2 is a unique 
kinetic clock that will make you travel 
around the globe.

55®by ADATTE DESIGN

detail of the clock with Nixie tubes switched off.

GENEVAGENEVA
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the original red-coated RFT WF Z560M tube mounted on the clock.

Most of the components are treated in PVD (Physical Va-

por Deposition) in three colors : light grey, dark grey and 

blue. PVD is a high-end coating used for luxury watch 

components, medical tools and aerospace technology. 

The body, which is milled from a solid aluminum cylinder, 

is anodized in a unique bronze grey color we specially 

formulated just for the clock.

 The time is displayed using rare and genuine new old 

stock «Nixie» tubes (numerical indicators) from the 60s 

and made in Germany.

The clock is Swiss Made and patented worldwide.
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The body and its components are milled and from solid 

aluminum and brass. screws are made from steel.

The Nixie Time Zone Clock V2 has the body with thin 

grooves milled one by one all along the length and is 

finished with fine glass bead blasting giving it a satinated 

surface.

The rings around the Nixie tubes have a smooth chamfe-

red edge reminiscent of a watch bezel. 

This clock is a limited edition of 100 pieces worldwide.
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Like the first version of the clock, The rotating drum is 

made from a solid piece of brass that needs a complex 

CNC machining process.  

The letters are hand-painted in orange enamel. This color 

is reminiscent of the glow emitted by the Nixie tubes.

The clock originally comes with a drum engraved with 

GENEVA - DUBAI - TAIPEI - NEW YORK - LONDON, as 

shown in the drawing below.

The original town names can be replaced by custom 

word engravings as per customer request at an addi-

tional cost. Custom words include : different towns 

matching customer’s country or any other words (family 

names, friend’s names, etc). Both dial and circumference 

of the drum are engraved. The software of the clock that 

handles timezones will be adjusted accordingly.

original drum engraving sequence. examples of customized drums : one with different cities, the 
other with names.
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The back of the clock features a solid laser engarved  

aluminum indentification plate inserted behind the clock. 

Function buttons are made from brass.

Two of the four feet of the clock are hidden underneath 

the body. They are made of black rubber with injection

molding. 

The clock comes in a high quality box with user's manual, 

warranty and handling gloves.
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EDITION :

limited edition of 100 pieces worldwide.

MATERIALS :

a)  display : six vintage, rare and original RFT WF 

Z560M Nixie tubes made in Germany.

b)  body : milled from solid aluminium, anodized in 

custom-made light grey-bronze color.

c)  other visible metallic components : brass and steel 

treated in PVD (blue and grey).

d)  engravings : hand-painted orange enamel.

e)  front feet in black rubber

DIMENSIONS :

L 330 x W 80 x H 80 mm.

WEIGHT :

3,3 kg.

Nixie Time Zone V2 body in the 5-axis milling center.

NIXIE TUBES LIFESPAN :

approximately 200,000 hours in normal use.

FUNCTIONS :

a)  time for 5 different countries.

b)  GMT date display.

c)  three different animation modes (in constant rota-

tion or still).

d)  EU or US date format display.

Nixie Time Zone Clock V2
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finished raw aluminum bodies. quality control.
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some of the Nixie Time Zone V2 brass components during the manufacturing process. hand-finished and polished drum after leaving 
the milling center. raw drum screw and gear before treatment.
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raw Nixie tube rings, feet and drums just out of the milling center. the drum goes in another worskshop to get engraved, a red protection film is applied 
to protect the surface of the drum during engraving.
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From the edition of 100 pieces, 5 clocks will be released 

with different tubes : the clear GR10M/U from Hivac.

Even if the red-coated Z560M are rare, the GR10M/U are 

even rarer and were made in England in the 60s. 

The typical grid with hexagonal honycomb cells has an 

unusual bronze color. The tubes are of course original 

and new from a dead stock found in the UK. 

Price on request.

original GR10M/U (U for Uncoated) tubes by Hivac, side and top view.
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